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Protagonists of the
table and the kitchen
are often pieces of
design and beauty in
their own right,
making perfect
practical gifts. Yet we
are so used to them
that their presence is
taken for granted.
Glass Style takes a
closer look at these
everyday items.

BY SADIE BRIGGS

Containers are
made attractive

by their hot
contents



RESERVING PERFECTLY
WITH JARS AND
CONTAINERS
Fruit preserves such as jam

and marmalade have been made at
home and canned in glass jars for
over two centuries. It used to be a
summer fashion in most

households to make jam preserves
from the season’s

fruits. These
would be stored in

jars in the pantry and brought out
during the following year as needed. 
Jam jars either have a modern screw-

top lid, or the traditional iron yoke
and thumbscrew securing the
glass lid, as used for fruit jars in

the last quarter of the 19th century
when companies such as Masons,

Leotric and Atlas were competing to
improve the hermetic seal on canning
jars. French 18th century  jam pots
preserving cooked fruit jam, were
blown glass bowls covered with
brandied papers tied to the rim. 
Jams could be served from the jar, or
the last spoonfuls placed in tiny, blow-
moulded jam jars, a practice typical of
France. Not only jams but also
condiments including mustard, sour
cream, relishes and sauces, are
delightful and pretty served in little,
decorative glass or china bowls, with a
saucer to pass them easily to the
next person and to take the
spoon. These often double as
sugar bowls and the classiest
would have a matching lid or
would be footed. Such
items are often part of a
complete dinner set.
The translucence of
glass is particularly
effective as it allows
the colours of the
preserves to show
through. The same

goes for honey, which can also be
served from a special honey or maple
syrup pitcher, usually in glass to show
off the rich, golden glow of the
contents, but sometimes in ceramic.
Such small glass pitchers, moulded
with applied handles and tin lids, date
back to c.1880.
Glass jars are highly practical and
useful not only for jams but also
sugar, nuts and spices, or in the case
of larger jars, for storage of dry foods
such as toasted bread, biscuits,

P

PRACTICAL 
PURPOSES

Jam jars and 
light can create

fascinating effects

Clou & Classic’s 
bi-colour collection 

is fun in scratch-safe 
glass colour
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cereals, flour and pasta. Shapes vary
from hexagon glass jars and
multifaceted jars to oval and straight
jars. They can be clear or coloured
like bottles, usually in amber, 
green or blue. 
Glass box containers, especially with
glass lids and a rubber, air-tight seal,
are extremely pleasing to see on the
table, as glass communicates
cleanliness in its clear transparency.
Originally hidden away as storage
containers, they are now placed in
view as aesthetic objects and can also
be used to store biscuits, dry bread,
croissants, brioche or scones.
Alternatively, for more elegance, there
are transparent footed bowls in blown
glass with glass dome lids, or flat
covers. These were in the past used to
store rock candy and are ideal for
storing dry foods as it is aesthetically
tempting to see food through glass.
Likewise, biscuits are often stored in
lidded blown glass jars which once
held sweets. The idea of the ancient
sweet shop stays in our minds from
experience and story books, making
this an irresistible addition to the
breakfast table. Similar containers in

ceramic are also used and can be
highly decorative in colour or pattern
which matches the kitchen interior
itself, but their contents remain
relatively hidden and so cannot tempt
the stomach via the eye.

JUGS, PITCHERS AND
CARAFES
A large glass serving jug on the table,
for fruit juice at breakfast, suggests
plentiful amounts and hospitality, as
well as being pleasing to the eye. The
milk jug is usually a little smaller for
serving breakfast cereal and for the
tea-service. Jugs can be in modern or
traditional designs, their colour
perhaps setting the standard for the
table and even doubling as a
centrepiece that complements the
décor and style of its surroundings.
The four-quart carafe is that used for
lemonade, while blown and moulded
glass pitchers in various patterns and
designs, are used for serving water,
cider or wine. The large French cider
and lemonade pitchers traditionally
used in brasseries, can be recognised
by their elongated shapes and pressed
geometric patterns. Once widely
available in various designs, they have
become very rare. The Greeks always
have a large carafe of water on the
table, to dilute the Ouzo.  

Transparent
footed bowls

are an 
attractive way

to display
treats

Tall pressed glass holds Greek
ouzo, with a carafe of water 
to dilute if desired

1940’s style lidded 
glass containers 
are no longer hidden away
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These common pieces of everyday
tableware should be chosen with care,
not simply for use, but for character
and appearance. They decorate the
table and kitchen, effecting the
atmosphere and look of where we eat
and therefore reflecting on how we
think of and treat our homes,
ourselves and our guests.

SPICING IT UP
Salt and pepper shakers have their
own lively role on the table. They are
a designer’s plaything with their
friendly size and can be found in a
variety of shapes, forms, materials and
re-fill methods. The most traditional
have metal screw caps and ‘agitators’ -
a useful addition inside, which is now
often missed out for more simple
design and production, but which
keeps the salt from caking. Small,
delightful objects, charming or fun,
these travel together. That is, when
one is asked for, it is good etiquette to
pass both.
Olive oil and balsamic vinegar are
fundamental to any Mediterranean
lunch or dinner table. They are also
catching on in northern Europe as

Blow moulded,
panneled glass

salt shakers 
patented in 1877,

include an 
agitator for 

reduced clogging

continental cooking
becomes a trend and
vintage cruets thus
become fashionable
kitchen items. Clever

double-sided Venetian
blown glass cruets keep the oil

and vinegar together yet apart and the
18th century blown glass cruet with
its elegant, elongated spout, is so
delicate that to find these items in
perfect condition is now extremely
rare. The modern versions are
normally of extremely utilitarian
design, often a simple glass cylinder
with straight sides.

GGiiffttss  ffoorr PRACTICAL 
PURPOSES

The contents of bottles add rich
colour



ADDING
BEAUTY WITH
BOTTLES

The variety of
shapes, sizes,

colours and types of
glass bottles available

means that there is
something to put on
display to decorate
any style of kitchen

interior. Popular and
traditional colours

include cobalt blue
and amber, but clear

glass bottles are favoured
with today’s fashion for
transparency.

For reasons of hygiene
and practicality, glass

bottles make ideal
kitchen storage

items. Liquids
such as oil,
vinegar, sauces,
milk and water

are stored in
bottles which can

close with a swing top,
screw top or cork. 

The classic soy source bottle with its
plastic dispenser lid, designed by

Japanese Kenji Ekuan in 1961, has
remained a familiar item in
most households.
Likewise, the Coca-cola
bottle originally designed

by Alexander Samuelson in
1916 has changed amazingly

little, remaining an instantly
recognizable image of the

brand, which was
ranked as the world’s

most powerful in a
1999 survey.

SMOKING
ADDITIONS
Some may smoke,
others no. It is

not normally
accepted for people

to smoke at dinner
between courses, but

it can happen.
Ashtrays are a

fundamental table item
not only at the cocktail

party, but in any house,
bar or restaurant where

smoking is permitted. 
Ashtrays can be decorative

additions to the table, just as
any other piece of tableware.

Modern home entertaining often
ends with guests lighting up cigarettes
after the meal, either at the table or in

the living room, so the ashtray needs
to be on hand. Ashtrays can be made
in any non-flammable material, glass
being perhaps the most popular and
elegant choice, as it does not wear and
is easy to clean. The designs can be
round, square or originally shaped, in
cut glass or crystal detail or plain,
solid blocks like ice. 
Enough ashtrays should be placed on
tables so that everyone can reach one
and ashtrays on their own stand can
be easily placed beside sofas or
armchairs. The open version is most
convenient, but those which let the
cigarette ash drop inside minimise
smells afterwards.
Whatever the container, in the kitchen
or on the dinning table, it can always
have a decorative potential which
takes it beyond the utilitarian to
become a beautiful object in its
own right.

Pratical glass desk objects 
designed by Janus Robaszewski

Classic and
original shapes

for bottles by SVE

Olive oil
presented in

traditional
style


